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:People Pack Gallery Despite Bad Weather
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Why do people brave painters Inger Jirby and
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the elements for some Don Fabricant, video
openings and concerts artists Woody and Steina
and pass up others even in Vasulka, and artist/
fair weather? It must performer Frank Joseph
have something to do with Rolla.
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quality, or with catering
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to the taste of those who canvases such as "Picuris
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are inclined to go out in Pueblo" added to the
warmth of the occasion,
the first place.
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And, as far as last which at its height beO
weekend's schedule is came the classic opening,
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concerned, it certainly where you can't see the
hl
challenges the allegation art for the people. One
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that Santa Feans won't participant suggested
that the attendance represupport serious art.
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fever,
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packed C.G. Rein Gallery
nFriday evening for a com- but the art made it eviSanta Feans Flock to Combined Exhibit-Performance at C.G. Rein Galleries
bined exhibit and perfor- dent that there were other
mance that involved reasons for being there as the visual/emotional deemed a success.
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tions in oil and gouache, n, stands .
art," it is always fresh in on the conscious level.
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fact large enough to be'
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day in Art Gallery, a well- works of art history . another level, or you don't
seen over the crowd, held best seen on a quietthe
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their own nicely, their the gallery, from
noon opening introduced ning one step ahead of
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ceivers. Images of Chaco Abrams. The second of an caught up by his energy .
sion.
The prints of Jane national Folk. Art, Satur'60mo.Commercial Lease
Canyon and Southwestern ongoing series of St.
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handles
no CAP reduction
featur- Abrams deal in archety- day evening's showings of
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exhibitions
move
hori
landscape
paints sensitively. The reIly , as though seen ing artists chosen by the pal imagery, arranging ethnographic films sold
N'*h Cousntm l sults, in a piece such as LV11lQ
from
a n.wv ...s ..a. > ... ... gallery director and by lines, circles and cres- out, and with good reason .
"Pictures and Windows,"
themselves, the cents in inexhaustible "First Contact," which
show abstract painting at pursuit of a stalking fig- artists
show demonstrated the combinations that always deals with the unexpected
ure
always
just
ContactVera Hayduk
that
its best. There is no need
or Keith Brock at
the camera. The potential of a gallery that achieve visual resolution . encounters between
to verbalize or intel- eludeshas
a strong mood, is able to operate without Such resolution is some- Europeans and New is
988-8066
lectualize the work, for 'work
and can be recommended :political or commercial times internal, sometimes Guinea Highlanders in sl
outside the graphic re- 1930, was as "entertaindictates .
on that count.
Johansen's work, which ctangle, and often ing and remarkable" as L
Frank Joseph Rolla's
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contribution to the C.G. sponsoring artist Bruce tenuous, so that the view- its billing claimed.
Rein show consists of Lowney describes in the er's concern is engaged.
A vortex is the common
Sponsored by the
work installed in the gal- catalog as "unflinchingly
lery window, and of a personal," included denominator of much of Museum and the Center
performance that fol- pieces made from 1979 to this work, whether the for Contemporary Arts,
lowed the opening Friday . 1984, and confirms his large Miro-like colored "Ethnofilmfest '84," will
In both, a strong compo- status as a talented, prints or the small en- continue on Friday and
nent of obsession became eccentric and enigmatic gravings of improbably Saturday through Feb. 4.
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Riot Observance To Be Feb . 4
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